Here we are in summer. The beautiful
spring flowers have past and only a few
flowering trees and shrubs are left
blooming. All I can say is good riddance
to
the winter that was. The winter certainly
left some damage in its wake. My mop
heads hydrangeas took a beating but seem to be recovering
nicely. However, I don’t have high hopes for a good display
of flowers. My beautiful camellia tree (a gift from a dear
friend) looks very sick. After reading an article about saving
holly trees by leaving a constant trickle of water on them, we
are going to try the same techniques on the camellia,
hopefully it works. Apparently the worse culprit is the wind
that saps the moisture from the trees. I hope the rest of the
summer brings beautiful gardens to all.
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The 68th UN General Assembly declares; 2015 the International Year of Soils
“We speak a lot of the importance of sustainable food systems for healthy lives.
Well, it starts with soils.”
José Graziano da Silva, FAO Director-General

Hidden beneath the surface and entangled in the roots of Earth’s astonishing and diverse plant life,
there exists a biological superhighway linking together the members of the plant kingdom in what
researchers call the “wood wide web”. This organic network operates much like our internet, allowing
plants to communicate, bestow nutrition, or even harm one another.
The network is comprised of thin threads of fungus known as mycelium that grow outward
underground up to a few meters from its partnering plant, meaning that all of the plant life within a
region is tapped into the network and connected to one another. The partnership of the roots of plants
and the fungi is known as mycorrhiza and is beneficial for both parties involved; plants provide
carbohydrates to the fungi and in exchange, the fungi aids in gathering water and providing nutrients
such as phosphorus and nitrogen to its partnering plant.
This fungal network has been found to allow plants to aid one another in growth and flourishing.
University of British Columbia graduate Suzanne Simard was the first to show that trees such as the Douglas
Fir and Paper Birch were capable of transferring carbon to smaller trees that may not be receiving enough
sunlight, allowing seedlings to grow in the shade of other trees. Simard believes that many of the world’s
seedlings would not be able to survive if it weren’t for the lifeline this network provides.
A similar study was done by University of Aberdeen graduate David Johnson and a team of colleagues
that showed Broad Beans also utilized the fungal network to eavesdrop on one another for impending
danger. As hungry aphids fed on the leaves of one of the Broad Bean plants, the plants connect via mycelia
began to excrete their anti-aphid chemical defenses, while those that were not connected had no reaction.
A study conducted by Ren Sen Zeng of the South China Agricultural University found that this interconnectivity also allows for plants to warn one another of potential harm. In the study, the team grew
potted pairs of tomato plants where some of the pairs were allowed to form mycorrhizae. When the fungal
networks had formed, one plant of each pair was sprayed with Alternaria solani, a fungus that causes early
blight disease in plant life. Air-tight plastic bags were used to assure there was no above ground interaction.
After 65 hours, the team tried to infect the second plant of each pair and found that those with mycelia bonds
were far less likely to contract the blight and had much lower levels of damage if they did contract it than
those with no mycelia.

Studies have shown; a well designed hillside garden planted in native plants has no measurable
erosion. Here are important things to look for before you start a garden or landscape a slope.
DRAINAGE - Is there water moving across or down the slope? Are there small or large channels on the slope?
Where is the water going? Manage the flow of water, and your landscape will be much more stable.
How good is the drainage? Fill a hole with water and time how long it takes for the water to drain. An hour or
less is good; 2-3 days, the slope will be a challenge. Dig around some more to see if there is rock under it. Have a
soil analysis done to see if there is something way off.
Reading your landscape for simple erosion control
How steep is the slope? Can you walk on it? Crawl on it? Or rappel from the top? If it is too steep to walk, can
you make cross paths? Can you run a wheelbarrow up it or make a path that would allow a wheelbarrow for
management of the slope?
Is the soil on the slope stable or is it a sandy? Sand dunes can be landscaped with a mixture of perennials,
groundcovers, bushes and trees, with a layer of shredded bark on the surface, NOT tilled in. Different root
depths will stabilize the slope, the mulch will stop most surface activity.
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A green infrastructure system starts with a thorough understanding of two important aspects.

• The ecological forces at work in the area - An analysis of vegetation, wildlife, topography and all
resources of an area should be made to determine the role that each landscape feature plays in supporting natural
processes. An assessment of their current condition will reveal which aspects of the landscape are at risk
and how damage to these resources might adversely impact the sustainability of the region.
• The social fabric of the community and its relationship to the surrounding region - Demographic
information, historical research and economic data should be used to identify development patterns and trends
and determine how these factors have shaped the community.

An organized public participation process should encourage a range of individuals to work
together to develop a vision for the future development of a community.
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The debate is no longer whether plants can sense one another’s biochemical messages
-they can – but about why and how they do it.
The fact that plants share information is not just intriguing botany; it has the possibility to evolve
sustainable practices. Plants sharing information raises questions about what counts as behavior and
communication – and why organisms that compete with one another might also see fit to network their
knowledge. Take a look at some of the evidence revealed through studies.

As researchers begin to learn the language of plants, they are starting to get a whole new view of the
leafy green world we live in. Farmers are working on understanding the ‘plant chatter’ for improving
agricultural practices so crops can defend themselves against herbivores.
“Each discovery erodes what we thought we knew about what plants do and what they can do. To learn
what else they are capable of, we have to stop anthropomorphizing plants, and instead, think like them,
to phytomorphize ourselves. Imagining what it is like to be a plant, will be the way to understand how
and why they communicate – and make their secret lives a mystery no longer.”
Ian Baldwin, ecologist, Max Planck Institute in Germany
Two studies published in 1983 demonstrated that Willow Trees, Poplars and Sugar Maples can warn each other
about insect attacks. Intact trees near the infested trees begin pumping out bug – repelling chemicals to ward
off attacks. When bugs chew leaves, plants respond by releasing volatile organic compounds into the air. Other
plants detect airborne signals and increase their production of defense mechanism in response.
Plant signaling pioneer, Ted Farmer of the University of Lausanne, discovered an almost entirely
unrecognized way that plants transmit information – with electrical pulses and a system of voltage –
based signaling that is reminiscent of the animal nervous system.
“ We don’t do justice to plants when we try to put their fascinating, alien biology into human terms. We
may have dramatically underestimated their capabilities.”
Ted Farmer
David Rhoades – University of Washington Found evidence that plants actively defend themselves
against insects. They manufacture and deploy chemical and other weapons that make their foliage less
palatable or nutritious, so that hungry bugs go elsewhere.
Plants can communicate with insects sending airborne messages that act as distress signals to predatory
insects that kill herbivores. Maize attacked by beet armyworms releases a cloud of volatile chemicals that
attracts wasps to lay eggs in the caterpillars’ bodies. “Ants, microbes, moths, even hummingbirds and
tortoises all detect and react to these blasts. The emerging picture is that plant-eating bugs, and the
insects that feed on them, live in a world we can barely imagine.”
Ted Farmer

Studies have proven GMO plants DO NOT have this ability to communicate thus requiring
toxic chemicals as the only way of destroying invaders and disease.

July

Tour of members’ gardens

August

Relax and Enjoy

September 1

Executive Board Meeting, Tuesday,
3:00 pm, Thompson home

September 19 General Meeting, North Shore Public
Library, 10:00 am, Lower Level
All members welcome!
-5Light refreshments
will be served.

Program

Karen Stiritz of Wading River Gardens
will speak to us on ‘Rock Gardens, Sun and
Shade’ at 11:00 am.
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"Every garden is unique with a multitude
of choices in soils, plants and themes.
Finding your garden theme is as easy as
seeing what brings a smile to your face."
Teresa Watkins

A Garden Center Sign Reads:
Unattended children will be given
an expresso and a puppy.

The best way to garden is to put on a widebrimmed straw hat and some old clothes. With
a hoe in one hand and a cold drink in the other,
tell somebody else where to dig.
Texas Bix Bender

What do you get if you divide the
circumference of a pumpkin by its diameter?
Pumpkin pi.
"A weed is a plant that has
mastered every survival skill
except for learning how to grow in
rows."
Doug Larson

What kind of socks does a gardener wear?
Garden hose.
"Bulb: potential flower buried in Autumn, never
to be seen again."
Henry Beard
-6-

Botany
There should be no monotony
In studying your Botany;
It helps to train
And spur the brain-Unless you haven’t gotany.
The Tree That Wasn’t There
That Wasn’t There
A Boy
In a park
Sees a tree
And loves it.
Sits down below,
Around, on,
Above it.
Circles, silhouettes,
Shades abound him.
Calm refrain intent
To be it.
Time in thought
He decides it,
Wood to build
Abode to top him.
Return at glance
The tree eludes him.
All gone the chance
A mast or span
To reach him.
Alone, a thought alone
Trees remit him.
Seems there, trees bear,
Not to smit to.
A tree,
In a park
Loves a boy too.
John Weiss
Shoreham Village
Beach Commissioner

It teaches you, does Botany,
To know the plant and spotany,
And learn just why
They live or die—
In case you plant or potany.
You learn, from reading Botany,
Of wooly plants and cottony
That grow on earth,
And what they’re worth,
And why some spots have notany.
You sketch the plants in Botany,
You learn to chart and plotany
Like corn or oats -You jot down notes,
If you know how to jotany.
Your time, if you’ll allotany,
Will teach you how and what any
Old plant or tree
Can do or be – And that’s the use of
Botany,
--Berton Braley

Container gardening is now more popular than ever, but for
some reason, the trend hasn’t progressed much beyond
ornamental flowers and foliage. Containers offer so much
potential for growing edible plants as well. The practical
benefits are obvious, you can grow veggies and herbs
anywhere: on a deck, porch, patio, your front steps or even
right next to your kitchen door.
You can grow plants that may not be suitable to grow in
your garden soil, no weeding, no heavy garden tools and
equipment, you can easily move pots to suit your needs, and
control space invaders like mint.
Placing containers close to your living area makes it much
easier to keep an eye on them. When harvest time comes, your
plants are just a few steps away from your door. You can pick
them at the peak of readiness, right to your kitchen table. Edible
containers provide the perfect opportunity to exercise your
creativity. It is easy to create fun and beautiful combinations
with edibles and flowering annuals.

Edible Flowers
Adding flowers to your food can be a nice way to add
nutrition, color and flavor. Some are spicy, while
others are floral and fragrant. The range is surprising. It
is common to see flower petals in salads, teas, and as
garnish for desserts.
Edible flowers include: Carnation, Chrysanthemum,
Dandelion, Day Lily, Gardenia, Impatiens, Lavender,
Lilac, Pansy, Rose, Sunflower, Violet, and much
more.
Consult online sites or reference books on edible flowers
before trying anything new.

Your child's first school experience is an important foundation for life...
Getting Children involved in the garden - One of the most appealing activities for young children is
harvesting brightly colored fruits and vegetables. It is a privilege for children to experience the original
source of fresh produce and then prepare it for eating.
At some point in their development, it is essential for children to gain practical experience in complex
decision making. A garden is one of the best environments to experiment with basic planning and
resource allocation; a place to form ideas, develop imagination and creativity, and connect to Earth.

All of this is happening at The Child’s Garden in Southold

A five minute walk from our school, our 20'x20' garden plot is situated within the community garden
section of Charnews Agricultural Center. Thanks to the generous provision of the Peconic Land Trust,
preschool students have year round access to this green space set aside for growing food. It is in this rich,
organic soil that the seeds of land stewardship are sown. As students participate in all aspects of
gardening, including seed saving, planting, harvesting, composting, and cooking, they will form a life
long connection to and reverence for the land.
The Child's Garden Preschool offers a nurturing, home-like classroom and the security of a predictable
daily and weekly rhythm as well as a connection to the cycles of nature. It is a place where feelings are
cultivated through the arts, where creativity and fantasy are stimulated through imaginative play. Activities
provided are meaningful life activities such as gardening, cooking, caring for animals, our classroom,
and outdoor spaces. Students walk to and tend a large garden at Charnew's Agricultural Center on a weekly
basis. The garden provides us with year round educational activities, organic produce, and fosters a
sense of community and purpose through shared responsibility. The Child's Garden Preschool prefers
outdoor learning experiences in nature and we learn and play outside as much as possible.

Our plant sale in Wading River was a great
success this year. The first customers pulled up
at 8AM and we were sold out and packed up by
11:15. It would have been nice to have more
plants to sell, but we did earn $366. It is a lot of
fun to socialize with plant lovers/hoarders.
Where should we hold the sale next year? Judy
Faraone hopes to hold a "members only" sale
this fall with first pickings going to members
who donate plants.

DUCK POND DAY took place later than
usual, June 7th, and it was a beautiful day. Jo
Alio and I made some paper flowers for the
children and Sheila had a batch of tomato
seedlings’ to give away. They proved to be
very popular and our table got quite a lot of
traffic. Sheila, Ginny Ryan and I had some
fun in the process.

Garden Club Beautifying Shoreham for 60 Years
Except from - The Village Beacon – December 20 - 1989
The Shoreham Garden Club began in 1929 “with the aim of beautifying the turn of the century
seasonal village, the Shoreham Garden Club has been planting flowers and shrubs in local yards for 60
years.”
“Nowadays, about 80 members from the village, Rocky Point, Ridge, and Wading River meet nine times
a year to share planting secrets and visit beautiful gardens. But the flowering results from the early years still
enliven the gardens of the area. And the club’s history over six decades parallels the development along the
north shore of Long Island and reflects contemporary worldwide events. “
“Anyone in the community can become a club member. Dues are $15.”

Gardens are an integral part of the cultural and social life of our
communities. In honor of our 86 birthday Mimi Oberdorph and Joe Falco
presented a stroll down memory lane of the early history of the Club. This
wonderful presentation has inspired current members to look at where we
are today, envision the future, and set goals for the continued success of
the Club for future generations.
The early history of the Club is also remembered in an archive of
pamphlets outlining the rules, regulations, awards, and names of club
members who worked on organizing flower shows and other events, for
the community. Reading through the handwritten notes, one can see the
dedication, attention to detail, and team cooperation that the club had, and
to this day, still embodies. One such show presented in 1982 was titled
“ Essence of Summer’. The Flower Show Committee of 15 members
was led by Florence DiMaio. Included in this committee were two
current members: Barbara Foley and Florence Caramihas. Thank
you ladies!

The Mt. Sinai Garden Club invited Heather Coste from Olsen’s Nursery located in Nesconset, to do a
presentation on roses in April. Heather did a wonderful presentation followed by an open discussion
which included a wide range of questions concerning gardening. The club meets at the Heritage
Foundation in Mt. Sinai and welcomes non-club members to attend presentations.

Tips on caring for roses:
1 - Roses do best in 6 hours of sun, 8 or more is best.
2 – Water them deeply when the top soil is dry. Water them frequently in the summer. Roses need a lot
of water to grow healthy. Do not water the top; getting foliage and flowers wet encourages fungus like
Black Spot and Powdery Mildew.
3 -Fertilize the roses- To keep roses blooming all season long, they need regular fertilizer. After they are
established, roses should be fertilized a few times per growing season: in early spring, when you see the first
few leaves sprout, after the first bloom, and again if there's another bloom. Stop fertilizing the roses at the
end of the summer, just before Labor Day. Don't over-fertilize the roses; this can lead to disease.
4- Prune the roses –Deadheading can greatly increase the blossoms. Pruning roses keeps them both
beautiful and healthy. The goal is to clear away crowded areas to open up the bush, which helps prevent
rotting and disease. The pruning strategy differs according to the season, but the cut you make is always the
same: prune just above a bud eye, the areas where branches form. Make a down-slanted cut on an outwardfacing bud eye.
New growth is always directed to the next closest bud eye. Keep this in mind when you choose bud eyes
to prune, as it will affect the shape of your rose bush. Remember that the key is to prune with an eye toward
opening the bush's growth up to allow for air circulation. In the late winter or early spring, trim the dead
canes away. Cut away the rootstock, also called suckers, which are smaller offshoots of the main plant that
suck away the nutrients from the rosebush. Leave 8 or so canes, trimmed back to 1/3 of their height. This
will promote healthy growth as the weather warms up. In the summer, remove deadheads, which are dead
blooms. This encourages new blooms to grow.

Joanne and Tim Johnson hosted a1920’s theme party. About 34 lucky people attended the party on a
beautiful summer evening. Many members dressed in 1920’s outfits including our host and hostess
(who was that vamp in the black wig and red boa replete with a cigarette holder?). We would have
given out prizes for the most original customs but forgot, oh well. The food was delicious and plentiful,
but best of all was the company. We had a very successful raffle, Joanne won a kneeler that makes
weeding a lot easier on the back in addition to a beautiful garden ornament donated by Barbara
Goldstein. Pat Thompson won an original painting by Joanne. Joanne also donated two other books
with covers she designed Thanks Joanne and Tim for a wonderful evening..
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